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ABSTRACT: Information systems (ISs) are composed of functional requirements (FRs) and non-functional requirements (NFRs). An NFR does not determine the function of the system itself, but the quality characteristics of an IS; for example, error handling, auditing, and access control. Non-functional requirements are often included in the coding phase of the IS, and these generally are present in various parts of the source code (i.e., they are scattered and tangled), which implies a difficult concept and even more difficult maintenance. In addition, we know that maintenance works are becoming more frequent due to both the technological and the functional changes of the IS. In this paper we present a proposal to define and include the NFR in the early stages of the analysis and the design of IS development. On the one hand, we use the aspect-oriented software development approach (AOSD) to model and maintain the NFRs as aspects. On the other hand, we use the model-driven engineering approach (MDE) to formalize this approach. For this, we create a unified modeling language (UML) profile. Then, we make use of MDE transformation mechanisms to obtain the complete model (with functional and non-functional aspects), and finally, a source code is generated; but this step is beyond the scope of this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Today’s information systems (ISs) support a variety of human fields such as medicine, commerce, learning, etc., where the ISs manage information, processes, and work-flows that support human activity. Therefore, it is important to require the quality of the systems. The quality properties of an IS are represented by non-functional requirements (NFRs) [13]. In the conception and elicitation of an IS, we obtain the functional (FRs) and non-functional requirements (NFRs). The first ones represent functions offered by the system, while the latter, the objective of our work, provide the quality attributes to the first, which will make the IS robust enough to deal with external problems. In many cases, the quality attributes are unnoticed by final users, but its absence often has negative impacts. These quality attributes could be: confidentiality,
security, interoperability, maintainability, re-usability, verifiability, usability, or others [3].

Generally an NFR affects various parts of an application, being scattered and tangled, making it difficult to understand and maintain the system. The aspect-oriented approach (AOSD) deals with this phenomenon called cross-cutting concerns. AOSD focuses on the identification, specification, and representation of cross-cutting concerns in aspects [17]. An aspect is a modularized and isolated cross-cutting concern [3,9] for improving the understandability, maintainability, and re-usability of the system [10]. Due to these advantages, AOSD has been adopted by many researchers; so works on legacy, business, financial, distribution, and service systems [1,2,6,19] in analysis [12,13], design [4,6,14,19,22], development [1,3,18] and architectural [11,17] phases can be found.

Non-functional requirements can be elicited in early software development [12,13,17], which allows us to take them into account at the right moment in the IS. We believe that the NFR conception has to be included in analysis and design phases; in order to do this, we have to use formal models. The model-driven engineering approach (MDE) systematically uses models as first class entities for all stages in the life cycle of software development [5]. An MDE case study to derive from a unified modeling language (UML) class diagram for Oracle9i entities is shown in [25]. The works [2,4,6,12,13,17] use MDE to formalize AOSD concepts with a static behaviour, while the proposals [14,19,22] have a dynamic behaviour which is closer to reality.

We present a proposal for handling NFRs in the design phase of software development, using the AOSD principles which are formalized by an MDE approach. Our proposal is the so-called model-driven aspects design (DADM, according to its acronym in Spanish). In the literature, there are similar approaches [3,4,6,11,14,17,19,22,24], but none of them allows us to model NFRs into design business models with a dynamic behaviour (sequence diagrams). This is why we create a UML profile as a meta-model. Meta modeling is a technique which defines the abstract syntax of models and relationships among its elements. For example, the UML meta model is defined in MOF of which the model exchange format is XMI [5], to define aspect models. The models represent the system requirements called base models, while those created from our proposal are called aspect models. Both models are defined separately; we use a weaving process to integrate them. The authors of [5,15,18] study model to text (M2T) transformation, while proposals [9,10,22] present research on model to model (M2M) transformation, which are close to our objective.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, we present our proposal DADM, Section 3 shows a case study to implement our work. The related works and conclusions are detailed in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

2. MODEL-DRIVEN ASPECTS DESIGN (DADM)

There are three types of aspect-oriented approaches. This classification depends on the level of the weaving process: We have model-level, code-level, and executable-level weaving processes [4]. We consider that the first one has two major advantages: i) It is platform-independent; it does not depend on an aspect-oriented language (AspectJ, AspectWerkz, Aspect#, Aspyct, etc. are shown in http://www.aosd.net/) for its definition. Learning these languages takes time and is costly; moreover, they have performance problems [21]. ii) It is better understood by people with basic analysis and design knowledge. Non-functional requirements must be defined by architectural experts in the deployment and implementation of systems, but analysts and designers know precisely where and when to use them.

Therefore, we present our proposal, the so-called model-driven aspects design, using an aspect-oriented approach which is based on a model-level weaving process. Figure 1 shows the DADM overview. On the one hand, we have the base model (analysis and design diagrams) corresponding to FRs; that is, the reason of this system; and on the other hand, we have the aspect model (extended analysis and design diagrams) corresponding to NFRs. Both models are isolated which means that when one of them changes, it does not have an impact on the other. If an aspect needs to be updated, then we will update it only once; the combination of aspect and base models is an automatic and non-error prone process; because of this, we use a weaving process of which the final product is a weaved model (base model +
aspect model). Finally, we use a transformation process to obtain a source code and an executable.

Our work uses the MDE principles to formalise the aspect-oriented concepts using models as primary entities. Therefore, we create a meta-model that provides a modeling language to represent aspects. Then, we define the aspect models based on the meta-model mentioned. Finally, we create a weaving process to combine base models (FRs) and aspect models (NFRs). An additional stage would be to create a transformation process, but this step is beyond our scope, as mentioned. These steps are derived from the ones presented in http://openembedd.inria.fr. OpenEmbeDD is an Eclipse-based MDE platform that supports each stage mentioned.

We detail each stage as follows:

2.1 Creating a meta-model

We use UML because it is the most widely used and it is easier for analysts and designers. A UML does not support the aspect definition (http://www.uml.org/), this is why we create a profile to add the aspect-oriented concepts. Then, we create and modify UML diagrams according to aspect concepts. These elements are built on OpenEmbeDD (see http://www.topcased.org/ for more details).

2.1.1 Join points

The join points are where the concerns cross-cut system modules. Scattered, tangled, or crosscutting concerns are used for many system modules; therefore, a crosscutting concern has one or more joining points [9].

In DADM, this concept can be represented by the use case diagrams of a UML, where a use case corresponds to the “module” or the process of a system. In order to do this, DADM adds two elements: i) The aspect use cases that describe crosscutting concerns and describe the NFRs for this work. Those are represented by use cases with <<aspect>> stereotype. ii) The join points links that are associations between base use cases and aspect use cases, represented by associations with <<joinPoint>> stereotypes.

Figure 2 shows an example of a use case diagram with the two elements. For example, the “UseCase1” use case has a join point with “AspectX”, that is to say, the use case uses this aspect. This diagram does not specify how and where to use the aspects; only use cases need aspects for their performance (use cases could work without aspects, but the aspects add some quality properties).

2.1.2 Pointcuts

Pointcuts are used to specify the exact places where an aspect cross-cuts a system. They use the previously-mentioned join points as a reference [9]. In DADM, this concept can be represented by UML sequence diagrams. These diagrams are more precise in specifying the place where an aspect cross-cuts a system. Model-driven aspects design stereotypes of the UML messages with <<pointCut>>, this stereotype can receive many parameters as it required (the parameters are detailed in the next section).
Figure 3 shows an example of a sequence diagram with pointcuts. We consider that this sequence diagram describes the design of the “UseCase2” use case (shown in Fig. 2) which has two join points with “AspectX” and “AspectY” stereotypes, therefore the sequence diagram can use both aspects. For example, “Method1” has a pointcut with “AspectX”, and “Method2” has a pointcut with “AspectY”. These pointcuts are interpreted as the crossing places between messages and aspects, but not as the crossing places’ behaviour.

![Figure 3. Aspect-oriented sequence diagram](image)

### 2.1.3 Advice

A pointcut indicates where an aspect cross-cuts a system, but not the crossing’s behaviour. So, an advice concept was included. Advice can be attached before, after, instead of, or around a pointcut [9]. In DADM, this concept describes the aspects themselves. While the two previous concepts indicate where the interaction between aspects and a system takes place, this element specifically describes an aspect (i.e., what it does and how it behaves within the system). DADM adds a new diagram called the weaving rule diagram, this diagram is similar to the UML sequence diagram as shown in Fig. 4.

![Figure 4. Weaving rule diagram](image)

A weaving rule diagram shows how an aspect behaves within a system. The system is represented by two UML life line elements with <<Before>> and <<After>> stereotypes and a message with the <<msgInvolved>> stereotype. The three elements correspond to elements belonging to the sequence diagram with the pointCut stereotype (detailed above).

Other elements are added to this work, they correspond to the definition aspect for defining the following types of aspect behaviour: before, after, instead of, or around. These elements are:

- **Operator with <<err>> stereotype**: used for error handling, similar to programming languages such as Java which uses try catch finally sentences.
- **Operator with <<sec>> nameSec: parameter* stereotype**: used to define a set of sequential messages with a given name and zero or more parameters (this diagram is similar to the UML sequence diagram). This sequence can be invoked from a weaving rule diagram or another sequence.
- **<<parameter>> namePar: typePar**: represents a parameter which can be used by a weaving rule. It is important to mention that all parameters which are used by the weaving diagram have to be indicated in the pointCut stereotype message in the sequence diagram when we invoke the aspect.
- **<<return>> valueReturn**: represents a return value of a sequence.

Figure 4 shows an example of a weaving rule diagram. The rule states that after executing the stereotyped message with msgInvolved, it needs to execute sequential messages represented by an SEC fragment named sect and uses a param parameter (this sequence must be built using a UML sequence diagram that uses parameters. This kind of diagram is not shown because the example is only illustrative).

### 2.2. Defining aspect models

Our work considers three NFRs, which were designed based on the evidence presented. For reasons of limited space, we only show models for error handling. Audit and access control models are not presented in this paper.

Within the same method, we find at least two
behaviours: normal and exceptional. Error handling covers three issues: detection, publishing, and the recording of exceptions [3]. According to this, we show a weaving rule diagram, a class diagram, and a sequence diagram to define error handling.

### 2.2.1. Weaving rule diagram

Figure 5 shows the weaving rule diagram for “error handling”. Here, we use an err operator, where we invoke a “Message1” message in the try section. This represents the functional message (the msgInvolved stereotype is not visible for TopCased), and we invoke the “ErrorHandling1” sequence in the catch section, which designs the error handling itself (the sequence name is not visible for TopCased). This diagram is used as a template because its elements will be replaced by the “true” elements in the weaving process running. That is to say, “Message1” will be replaced by a functional message. Life lines with Before and After stereotypes will be replaced by classes which invoke and include functional messages, respectively. Finally “ErrorHandling1” will be replaced by the corresponding sequence.

![Figure 5. Weaving rule diagram for error handling](image)

### 2.2.2 Class diagram

Figure 6 shows a class diagram for “error handling”. This diagram has three classes: Error represents an error generated in a system, LogError represents a means of registering the error, and InterfaceError represents an interface which publishes the error. In addition, we also present datatypes to define error registry types (TypeLog can be: text file, system log, or a database record) and defines interfaces that publish the error (TypeUI can be: web page, desktop form, or e-mail).

![Figure 6. Class diagram for error handling](image)

### 2.2.3 Sequence diagram

Figure 7 shows the sequence diagram for “error handling” where the classes mentioned interact. When an error occurs, it is registered in LogError and shown by InterfaceError.

![Figure 7. Sequence diagram for error handling](image)

### 2.3. Creating a weaving process

It is necessary to create a weaving process which defines how to combine base models and aspect models to obtain a weaved model that includes both. Table 1 shows a rule for each DADM defined stereotype. These rules are built in OpenEmbeDD, according to its syntax (see http://www.eclipse.org/atl/ for more details).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stereotype</th>
<th>Base class</th>
<th>Weaving rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aspect</td>
<td>use case</td>
<td>Use cases with this stereotype must not be included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joinPoint</td>
<td>association</td>
<td>Associations with this stereotype must not be included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pointCut</td>
<td>message</td>
<td>This message needs to be replaced by the corresponding weaving rule diagram.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. CASE STUDY

Before formally presenting the case study, it is important to present a scheme that shows how DADM works. Figure 8 shows how we separate the base module and the aspect into models; on the other hand, we also see how to include the aspect-oriented concepts like Aspect, Join Point, and PointCut. Finally, we simulate a weaving process to combine both models. This is represented by arrows: the objects where the arrows begin are replaced by the objects where the arrows end. We reiterate once the weaving process is executed and we will obtain a new model which combines functional and non-functional concerns.

The weaving process, as mentioned, runs automatically, but there are stages which are manual and these are not given in detail here. These steps are performed by an analyst and will be used to develop this case study. Therefore, we present a methodology for using DADM with four steps: The first step is modeling the base functionality that represents the FRs of the system. The second step is including the aspects using join point and pointcut elements on the use case and sequence diagrams of the base model, respectively. The third step is executing the weaving process to obtain a complete model that includes NFRs and FRs. Finally, the last step is executing the transformation process to obtain a source code that corresponds to the system. The last step will not be considered for this case study because we are not elaborating a transformation process. It is not within the scope of our work.

Now that we know how our proposal works and how to use it, we proceed to the development of the case study:

3.1. Case Study Definition

We have chosen the case study proposed by aosd.net (http://aosd.net/): This system helps to identify, evaluate, and handle a crisis situation (such as an accident, a robbery, a natural disaster, etc.) orchestrating communication between all entities in order to handle the crisis.
We develop the “Execute Mission” functionality of a “Crisis Management System for Car Crash” to reduce the scope of the case study. This functionality allows the super observer to store and execute a mission to rescue victims [23].

3.2. Development of the case study using DADM

3.2.1. Modeling the functionality base

We model the base functionality “execute the mission” for a “Crisis Management System for a Car Crash”. This functionality is defined by a use case diagram, a class diagram, and a sequence diagram shown in Fig. 9. (These diagrams were proposed by aosd.net [23]).

3.2.2. Including the “error handling” aspect

We include the aspect into the mentioned base functionality; because of this, the use case diagram and the sequence diagram shown in Fig. 9 are modified to include the error handling aspect as shown in Fig. 10.

Note that due to limited space, we have cut the diagrams of Fig. 9 since our objective is to show the new elements for inclusion of the aspects. In Fig. 10a, it is easy to distinguish the aspect and joint point elements, while for Fig. 10b we added message properties to distinguish the pointCut element.

3.2.3. Executing weaving process

Finally, we execute the weaving process to obtain a resulting model in an xmi file. We compare this result with another xmi file output from a model that includes the base functionality and the aspect, which was built manually. The result of this comparison indicates that it is similar to our DADM proposal, although executed manually. The advantage is that our proposal makes maintenance easier, is less time consuming, and more readable.

4. RELATED WORKS

[3] shows a study about including quality attribute applications in the developing phase. Our work does it in design phase.

Figure 9. Diagrams for “Mission Execution” functionality of the “Crisis Management” system: (a) use case diagram, (b) class diagram, (c) Sequence diagram
Figure 10. Inclusion of aspects into base functionality: (a) Inclusion of “Aspect” and “JoinPoint” concepts into use case diagram presented in Fig. 9a. (b) Inclusion of “PointCut” concept into sequence diagram presented in Fig. 9b

[6, 19, and 25] present frames to model aspects for dispersed services, web services, and learning systems, respectively. Our proposition allows for one to model aspects for the NFRs of an IS.

[4] presents a UML profile for AspectJ language. This profile gives a complete integration of all AspectJ’s elements, whereas we take aspect-oriented concepts to abstract them into a profile and to model language-independent aspects.

The work presented in [14] shows a UML notation to design aspect-oriented applications. That paper uses UML class diagrams to include aspects, while we use UML sequence diagrams to allow one to define the dynamic behaviour related to aspects.

[17] takes non-functional requirements into account, decomposing the system. This is similar to DADM, but based on architectural concepts. We focus our work on design elements (sequential diagrams).

Our work is based on the MATA proposal [22] which presents a graph transformation meta-model to model aspects. The MATA helps us to work the aspects’ dynamic behaviour. We add specificity to MATA to abstract aspect-oriented concepts such as: aspects, joint points, pointcuts, and advice.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In general, NFRs are issues that cross-cut various parts of an IS. This is why they are difficult to conceive and even more difficult to maintain. Creating NFRs in development, deployment, or implementation phases makes conceiving and maintenance more difficult. Often they are not close to the expectation of final users. It is true that NFRs are well-defined on platforms, but they could be conceived in early phases where an analyst or designer knows precisely where and when to use them.

To avoid conception errors, we believe that it is necessary to give suitable mechanisms to add earlier NFRs separately from the functionality system to improve performance in maintenance work. Therefore, we have proposed an approach which uses aspect-oriented principles—to provide independence between the system concerns—formalized according to MDE. Due to this, our work gives a UML profile such as the DADM meta-model to create and include aspects in the analysis and the design phases according to the life cycle of software development. In addition, we also give a weaving process to allow the combination of aspect or non-functional models and base or functional models. Beyond that, we think it is appropriate to keep analysts up to date with the different steps of this approach.
Finally, we have presented a formal case study to validate our proposal. The obtained results indicate that we obtain the same final model either by using the proposed DADM or by doing it manually. The DADM advantage is that a DADM offers easier maintenance; for example, using DADM will update the base model (for functional changes) or aspect model (for non-functional changes) only once, while doing it manually would be tedious and error prone. It should be noted that the MDE transformation model—although beyond the scope of this work—could be used to obtain a source code for a specific platform. This would make maintenance work, due to technological changes, easier.

To conclude, our proposal simplifies maintenance work from an early conception onward. Furthermore, early NFRs improve error detection and correction. We know that correcting errors is less costly in the analysis and design phases than in the implantation phases. Several studies demonstrate that the detection of errors in the development stage costs 10 to 200 times more, since the efforts required to correct such errors are very important [26].

While our work has given good results, further testing on other systems on more complex NFRs is needed in order to evaluate the new results and to update our proposal, if necessary.
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